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Circle 10. Count the number of times you circled 10 ones. Tell a friend or an adult how many times you
circled 10 ones.

1’
I count S gray moons and 5
white moons. 5 and S
makes 10. I’ll circle the 10
saH

I
Look! can circle 10 ones
3 times: moons, dots, and
hexagons.

I don’t circle the suns because there are 9 of
lam lng for groups of 10.

_-J

A A A A
A A A A

ighthre.
They are in 5-groups!
I don’t even have to
count them.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 1: count straws into piles often; count the piles as 10 ones. 1
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Draw more to show the number.

10 ones and 3 ones

‘/\fS

—.________
S

--

ft’s easy to see 10 dots
right here. They are in ( ‘ (
S-groups! Soljustdraw

“ ‘ \,_,/

3 more.

000

10 ones and 6 ones

©
rea1

faces already. So ‘“

ldrawlmoreto
©

draw 6 more off to th
side. That makes it easy

2 Lesson 2: Count 10 objects within counts of 10 to 20 objects, and describe as 10 EUREKA
ones and — ones. MATH’
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Circle 10 things. Tell how many there are in two parts, 10 ones and some more ones.

ttIetk7
10 ones here. I make a line
so that I remember where
start counting and then
keep going around until I get

have 10 ones and 3 ones.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 3: Count and circle 10 objects within images of 10 to 20 objects, and
describe as 10 ones and ones.

3

f
It’s easy to find the
L

10 ones when they F
are in 5-groups.

I have 10 ones and H ones.

00

I circle 10 ones and
count the rest. Here
4eonesj
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Draw a me to match each picture with the numbers the Say Ten way

(ee10 0’s and S X’s.
Listen to me count on
from 10: ten 1,ten 2,
ten 3, ten 4, ten 5. ft’s as

00000
00000

I’m looking for 10 0’s
and 7X’s. found it!

EUREKA
MATH

4 Lesson 4: Count straws the Say Ten way to 19; make a pile for each ten
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Write the numbers that go before and after, counting the Say Ten way.

and

and 7

/

can count the Say Ten way: ten 1, ten 2, ten 3,
I ten4,ten5,ten6,ten7,ten8,ten9,2ten.
herwayrnsay2s1Oand1

L J

EUREKA
MATH’

LessonS: count Straws the Say Ten way to 20; make a pile for each ten. 5

Putting “and” in the middle
I helos me think of the number in
arts.

BEFORE

__

and 2
NUMSER I AFTER

andH10 and 3

10 and 7

10 and 8HO
Q and

and

I just count the Say Ten way and listen
for the numbers before and after. Then
I know what to write!

52015 Great Mnos. eureKa mathorg
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Write and draw the number. Use your Hide Zero cards to help you.

6 Lesson 6: Model with objects and represent numbers 10 to 20 with place value or

Hide Zero cards.
BJREKA
MATH
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15

8

13

5 1010

I\

/\
I can fill in the first ten-frame with
dots to show 10 and drawS in the
next ten-frame. I use my Hide Zero
cards to cover the zero in 10 with 5
and see that 10 and 5 makes 15,

I can use Say Ten counting

&pme._known8.’
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Look at the Hide Zero cards or the 5-group cards. Use your cards to show the number. Write the number asa number bond.

r’Tei’T’
0.We 4JoW

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 7: Model and write numbers 10 to 20 as number bonds 7

10 9

can use my Hide Zero cards’1
i the zero in the 10

can use Say Ten counting to help rn
know 20 is 2 ten. see 10 two
times, and I write 10 two times.

2015 Great Maids, eureka rnath.org
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9SS••

___j
( I know 14 is 10 and 4. I can use
pennies to show 14. I put down
10 pennies the 5-group way.
That’s easy. 5 and 5 makes 10.
Then just put 4 more, I can draw

I, a picture of my pennies.

4J\

EUREKA
MATH

Use your materials to show each number as 10 ones and some more ones. Use your 5-groups way
of

drawing.

I Tensix

4

N
Ten six is the Say Ten counting way
to say 16 This time I can use
cereal to show 16. I can draw 16
circles to show how I arrange my
o-shaped cereal. I see 10 ones and

6 more ones. I count them like
this: ten 1, ten 2, ten 3, ten 4,

en54en6. IdidghtI

8 Lesson 3: Mod& teen numbers with materials from abstract to concrete.
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For each number, make a drawing that shows that many objects. Circle 10 ones.

A
L

an draw 13 stars. I can think of my
Hide Zero cards to help me. 13 is

17

17 the Say Ten way is ten 7. can draw
17 moons in 5-groups to help me see
10 ones and 7 more ones easily.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 9: Draw teen numbers from abstract to pictoraI. 9

©2015 Great Mnds. eureka mathorg
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Color the number of fingernails and beads to match the number bond. Show by coloring 10 ones above and

extra ones below Fill in the number bonds.

10 I,esson 10, Build a Rekenrek to 20. EUREKA
MATH

15

c
J.I

00000

I know 15 is 10 ones and 5 ones.
I can color 10 fingernails and beads
on top. I can color S more
fingernails and beads below I fill in
the number bond with 10 and S to
match my drawing.

02015 Great Mnd eure rrthorg
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Write the missing numbers. Then, count and draw X’s and 0’s to complete the pattern.

f;X

x x
X x

ooo

oooVolco
oQo
ooo •oio
10 11 12 13’tHH5j6 17 13J19120

dthemissingnumber,lusethepatternof (toHideZerocaTh1 larger. It goes like this: and Say Ten counting, too. I know

: :::: Ldw100’sd9X..J
1OC’s and2X’s. Ten2is the same as 12.

EURE(.A Lesson 11: Show, count, and wrhe numbers 11 to 20 in tower configurationsMA1li increasing by 1—a pattern of 1 Iorger.
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Pr hons o.

fl

X

x1
xx
XttXt

x x C x
r’xfx)C X X

x1f;xir x xx
Xif:X)C XX X ;f1

0 Ql0 00 0 QQ01Q

obo!01o0 0 0 0 0Q.

oi00I0 QQ 01010

0 10 o01o 0 Q0Q
oio0 00 QQ 0010

0 0 Oi o0 0101010.0.
0 iO 00 0 0 01010
0 00 0 0 010

b00101 0!00I00
00

oi01:000 ooo1oo

19 13 17 H6 ‘ it 13 12 10
I know I m on the right track because I hear

the pattern of 1 smaller. It goes like this:

12. llessisli.

12 Lesson 12: Represent numbers 20 to 11 in tower configurations decreasing by 1—a

pattern of 1 smoller.
EUREKA
MATW

Write the missing numbers. Then, draw X’s and 0’s to complete the pattern.

I

I
I’

X
x
X
x
X
x
x
x
X
0
0
0
0

0

0

20
the0’s and X’s. There are

10 0’s and 10 X’s. That’s 2 ten.

1jthteasJ 14. 1 less is 13.

13. 1 less is 12.

02555 Groat Mods. eureka-matS org
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Count the objects. Draw dots to show the same number on the double 10-frames.

[o-ioJoio”’

é[ö1ö”öê
Lzz

A
I can count the stars. I point to each I know 18 the Say Ten way is ten 8. I can fill inone as I count. There are 18 stars. the top frame with ten ones and draw 8 more

ones in the bottom ten-frame. I can draw 8
ones easily. I know 8 is five and three.

EUREI(.A I.esson 13; Show, count, and write to answer how many questions in linear and 13array configurations.

©2015 Great Minds eurearrath cr
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Count the objects. Write the number in the box next to the picture.

Count and draw in more shapes to match the number.

F1

o When I count in a circle, it is tricky.

I need to remember where start.

I can color the first one I count to
help me remember where I started.

,

,
,

S

• a
There are 10 black dots. I know the

number in the box is 17. Seventeen is

ten 7 the Say Ten way. an draw

1 7 more circles.

14 Lesson 14: Show, count, and write to answer how many questions with up to 20

objects in circular configurations.
WREKA
MATH

0
0
0
0

00

o0 ‘I
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Count the dots. Draw each dot in the 10-frame. Write the number in the box beiow the 10-frames.

•••

. .
jh•Wa—

10 in the top frame and draw
6 more in the bottom frame.

xteen
ay Ten way is ten

EuREKA Lesson 14: Show, count, and write to answer how many questions with up to 20 15MA’114 objects in circular configurations.
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Count the Say Ten way Write the missing numbers.

•.n. ..... ••e•• q• .a.&.••... ••••• ••••• ••••• / f\ /
•..•. IOU In‘.i tens

..... •o&. •n•............
i....................

.....I P7fl ‘74

••••• •••••• , u . Lens

I •••fl ••fl•

nn• •••••••• ••••• •••••.
......naw.ne..........: Q’f\ a’

; ••••• ••••• ••••• I i
..... ••••. ••••. ! ‘ ‘- tens

I-— -————.——-————
. — — . . —

. —I - —!
I ..... ••• ...._I. ••••• ...nI I
I ... .... I —I “ “

I tens

V t” “+
I •••• .••&. •••. ••••• I

6tens
.n..

4fl,

•.••••

(Tan count by tens and the Say Ten
way! I count the ten-frames first
There are 6 ten-frames, so that is
6 tens. 6 tens Is the same as 60.

16 ani& Count iand down bytens to lOOwith sayTen and reflrcommfl. EUPIICA
MATW

CZI$GiW enD
S iiai-twnzis



Help the rabbit get his carrot. Count by l’s.

Count up by l’s and then down by l’s.

4-

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 16: Count within tens by ones. 17

heip the rabbit get to the carrot by
counting by l’s. i count backward
from 43 to fiH in 42 and 41. Then,
I count forward from 43 to fill in the
rest of the numbers.73

77
76
75
74

79

73
77
76
75

up sta rting with 74. Then,Icount
down in the next column from 79,

“2015 Great Mds. eareka rratbog
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4 flr sL ‘e p J: c’! ns

I

42 is the same as 4 tens 2. The first

Draw more to show the number. i ten-frame is full, so I don’t need to draw
more dots. I make dots in each
ten-frame until 4 ten-frames are full.
jhen I addtwomoredotstotmake42tj
/—

42 -

tent nets. tesles!
1k•••! [,j,tIjs •••LI•

*W*[*$ ii5 L i.

rile,!1 teSts
I J -

•. — I -

-

taqj 04011
i5r -!Ia

I draw more dots to get to 20 and

_jmoretoe2J

18 t.esson 17: count across tens when counting by ones through 40. EUREKA
MATH
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Use your Rekenrek, hiding paper (a blank sheet of paper), and crayons to complete each step listed below.Read and complete the problems with the help of an adult.

Hide to show just 40 on your Rekenrek dot paper. Touch and count the circles until you say 24. Color 24 (the24th circle) green.

• Touch and count each circle from 24 to 32.
o Color 32 (the 32nd circle) with a red crayon.

EUREKA
MATH

Lesson 18: count across tens by ones to 100 with and without objects. 19

Rekenrek

I count from 24
untillgetto32
and colorthe
circle red.

0000
‘0000:O€00000000

11 count by 10’s on
my Rekenrek paper

N untillgetto40.
lcovertherestof
the Rekenrek with
my hiding paper.

5)2015 Great M,eds eareka-rra’hog
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tj ‘trof;rw’1civo e’e

4

Write the number you see. Now, draw one more. Then write the new number.

‘> \4N/ i’/N
°s’t;t)DJ

/C < 4N6NN:sN/sNfN /C4•
\- /C) /Ci /C ) ‘--) /C’ /C

‘/CrC° ,C. /cN c>5 ,>7N ,EN,;’r c->
/CJ z1 ‘/CCI /Co’

Ic

I count 30 smiley faces.
I draw 1 more smiley
face, and now there are
31 smiley faces.

S

I

..... nn flée• ...••n•.. .•fl. ••_•.. •••..

I see 4 full ten-frames and 7 dots.

That is 4 tens 7. I add a dot, and now

there are 4 tens 8, which is 48.

HZ H3

20 Lesson 19: Explore numbers on the Rekenrek (Optional) EUREKA
MATH

Li.
J

1

j
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Draw stars to show the number as a number bond of 10 ones and some ones. Show each example as two
addition sentences of 10 ones and some ones.

I need to show 16 stars!
There are 10 stars, so I draw 6
more to show my two parts.

I can make two addition sentenc

addon sentence. For the second
number sentence, I show the whole
first and then the parts.

EUREILA Lesson 20: Represent teen number compositions and decompositinns as 21
Iflf

addition sentences.

t,2015 Greet rekath.org
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flfl :? \riç Fp

GKMSLessnn 21.

Hiding inside of 12 are 10 ones and
2 ones, I write a 2 to finish the
number bond and the number
sentence. There are 10 cubes
already there, so I draw 2 more
cubes to make ten 2, or 12 cubes.

;- ;z

22 I.esson 21: Represent teen number decompositions as 10 nnes and some ones, and
find a hidden part

EUREKA
MATH

Complete the number bond and number sentence. Draw the cubes of the missing part.

LH H12= 2 +10

4 N

j

©2015 Great Minds. eyeS, math org
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Fill in the number bond. Check the group with more.

(
14 the Say Ten way is ten 4. I write
4 to finish the missing part of the
number bond.

xxxxx
xxxxx
0000

18 the Say Ten way is ten 8. I write
10 to finish the missing part of the
number bond.

1’
LJ

V

xxxxx
xxxxx
00000
000

I know both numbers have 10 ones.
So, I look at the extra ones to see
which has more. 8 is more than 4, so
that means ten 8 is more than ten 4.

EUREKA
MATH

Iesson 22: Decompose teen numbers as 10 ones and some ones; compare come
ones to compare the teen numbers.

23
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Sflr. itAf £ A f Un:

C;’ r, , 7

I
Bob bought S strawberry doughnuts and 10 chocolate doughnuts. Draw and show all of Bob’s doughnuts.

Pt4 I1 ill Pt Ati :1
1,wtis,bae

. a’a a
0

Write an addition sentence to match your drawing. 1’easv to see the do
ughnuts in

two parts: strawberry and
chocolate! 5 and 10 is the same as

5 + 10 = 15

I am great at making addition sentences! Let me tell

you how my addition sentence matches my picture.

The number S tells about the strawberry doughnuts.

24 Lesson 23: Reason about and represent situations, decomposing teen numbers into EUREKA
10 ones and some ones and composing 10 ones and some ones into a

teen number.
C2sls Great Mnds. eureka-mathorg
OK M5-HWi-i-5..O-5O.2O55



Rabbit and Froggy’s Matching Race

Directions: Play Rabbit and Froggy’s Matching Race with a friend, relative, or parent to help your animalreach its food first! The first animal to reach the food wins.
a Put your teen numeral and dot cards face down in rows with teen numbers in one row and dot cardsin another row.

Flip to find 2 cards that match
Place cards back in the same place if they don’t match.
Continue until you find a match.

a Write a number bond to match. Hop 1 space if you get it nght!
a Write a number sentence. Hop 1 space if you get it right!

lgotamatch. Iturned over
the number 19 and then turned r
over the card with 19 dots! Now, I I •.... I

- J [z:•....

I make my number bond and
sentence match 19,
of 19 are 10 and 9.19=10±9

My rabbit gets to move 2 spaces
because I got my number bond
and number sentence right!

1 -
.——--.—

10 11 12 13 I 14 15 16 . 17 18 19 20
I——- J. — — _..___i_._._i.__L.._J_.Jt J

EURE(.A Lesson 24: Culminabng Task—Represent teen number decomposibons n various ways. 25MATH
©2015 Great M nds eureca rnath.org
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